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ABSTRACT

The role of technology institutions has evolved many folds in last two decades. This evolution initiates the 
thought of conceptualizing the construct called Innovation and commercial orientations of technology 
institutions. The contextual case study focuses on the environmental aspirations and the preparedness by 
the institute in dealing those. The background thought of Triple-helix model helps to build the scenario. 
The insight is drawn on the experience in dealing with the variables by the stakeholders, the shortcom-
ing of the newly adopted directions and observing the developments within the environment. The study 
contributes towards developing a measure of innovation and commercial orientations of technology 
institutes in emerging country context.

INTRODUCTION

Many developing countries are trying to transform their economy from natural resource base, low tech-
nology towards technology-based economic growth. This transformation is guided by their desire to 
make their economy less dependent on limited and diminishing natural resources, and other constraining 
factors that inhibit growth. Technology-based economic growth is guided by a number of several other 
factors and successful integration of those factors in an economy. A common characteristic of technology-
based economy is industrial collaboration with knowledge creation on production at research institutes 
and transformation of the knowledge into innovative products or services. Thus, the seamless interac-
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tions between institutes and industry have become a topic of increasing attention for researchers in the 
recent years. Emergence of science-based industries or “high-tech” industries have motivated research 
institutes to have a more direct role in the innovation process and market development. In this context, 
there is need to examine the potential and scope of institute research on knowledge production of firms, 
citations of institute research on firm patents, joint publications and spin-off formations of new firms 
by institutes members. Knowledge flow and especially types of knowledge interaction among various 
actors have also attracted the attention of researchers. However, there are only a few studies that have 
explored institutes-industry interactions in developing countries. This limitation actually indicates the 
shortage of scientific expression for capturing the orientation of the institutions which are innovation 
oriented and capable of translating those into meaningful commercialization scopes.

The present scenario of capturing and expressing the acumen of scientific and industrial output for a 
technological institute remains in very vague terms at least in the emerging country context. The identi-
fied deliverables of the institutes are also not conceptualized in robust manner. In the changed scenario 
of globalize world the economy and the governance is putting pressure on premium technology institu-
tions especially which are heavily funded by the government on transferring knowledge. The premier 
technological institutes in India are facing dilemma of delivering national expectation and their call for 
being truly international. The international aspiration may spread over to many sections of understand-
ings, but one very common and reliable measure could be the “Innovation and Commercial Orienta-
tion” of the identified institute. Present literature does not mention any scale to qualify that. Hence this 
study tries to explore and conceptualize the measure with a major step in understanding the growth of 
university-industry ties is to identify which universities are most involved, and what it is about them 
that explain their involvement. Further, the establishing or expanding ties with industry, universities saw 
the opportunity to increase their resources for research and to enhance their reputations. Changes in 
organized science further encouraged university interests in expanding technology transfer. Time from 
discovery to application had been shrinking, whiles the scale of research in the sciences and applied sci-
ences continued to grow. Thus, the interest of government, industry, and universities converged for the 
establishment of a more attractive environment for university-industry partnerships. This study would try 
to capture valuable information about the institute or universities research and scope of these researches 
in industrial and market application from its stakeholder’s perspective. The proposed study will use data 
from the primary survey of institute and examine trends in university collaborations with industry for 
research sharing and finding opportunities of theses research implication in industrial level. The study 
uses three objective understandings of university–industry ties beyond the theoretical inter-linkages like 
funds received from industry for research and development (R&D); number of licenses generated by 
university research; and amount of licensing income received. This study is an effort to conceptualize 
the term innovation and commercial orientation of a technological institution based on examination of 
a wide range of potential influences on university-industry collaboration for improve institute status, 
enhance investment in science and engineering, and study research of technology transfer.

PEEPING INTO LITERATURE

In the present context, it is difficult to comprehend a situation whereas given task can be independently 
performed by an individual or an institution with own support and without any interactions with the outside 
world. Major innovations and discoveries all over the developed world are primarily a result of carefully 
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